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Abstract
Islam affirms that there stand for mutual affect in business processes, until the business
practice as a work field recommended to the adherents; while discussing ethics of business
activity poped out to minimize cheating and fraud activities. However, Islamic business
ethics felt difficult to apply in practice, especially in the business of buying and selling.
Modern Islamic Boarding School “Darussalam” Gontor is one of the self-financing
and self-help islamic boarding schools in the economic supported by cooperatives in
pesantren (koppontren). This paper aims to comprehensively understand the application
of Islamic business ethics and focus on the entrepreneurs in business sectors Gontor LaTansa’s cooperatives. This research had systematically employed mix method research
with sequential explanatory design and case study. Gathering data through using
questionnaires, interviews, observation and documentation has been performing analysis
through data reduction, data display, and data verification. This paper argues that Gontor
La-Tansa’s cooperatives sector can run the business activities with implementing business
ethics according to the Qur’an and Sunna values. Appear from the height comprehension
of the business to the axiom business ethics and the height application in business activities
in each business sector. In addition, the role of kiai and business unit supervisor is high.
Data displays a level of the height direction (80 percent) and control on the application
of business ethics (72 percent). The Islamic business ethics can be applied on firm’s and
government’s law with height comprehension and controlling.
Keyword: Islamic business ethics, Gontor, pesantren, kiai

Introduction
Ethics is often paired up with morality. Keraf (1998) distinguished
these two are first, ethics is derived from the word ethos meaning custom or
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habit with similarity between ethics and moral. Moral is derived from the
word mos. The meaning is similar to ethos custom or habit. In other word,
ethics and moral have similar meaning namely custom or habit relate to
values, good life regulation. The regulation is followed by one person and
another. Second, ethics is the knowledge concludes from moral philosophy
(Keraf, 1998: 13-15). According to Kamus Besar bahasa Indonesia (KBBI)
there are three things to explain ethics: knowledge explaining good and
bad, and also on rights and obligation; the collection of principles or values
relates to akhlaq; and the value of right or wrong followed by a group of
people (Badan Pembinaan dan Pengembangan Bahasa, 2015). In addition,
Magnis-Suseno (1987: 14) considers ethics as knowledge not teaching,
distinguished ethics and moral from its definition and function.
Ethics in philosophy is studying value and moral with critical and
rational study. Magnis-Suseno (1987: 23) said there are deontology ethics
and theology ethics. The former ethics is focusing on human obligation to
act well, not confirmed by the cause or goal but by the act itself. In contrary,
the theology ethics measured an action good or bad from the caused or the
purpose of the act. Take for an example of stealing, in deontology ethics it
is considered bad due to the act taking other people rights. However, the
theology ethics will foresee the caused and goal. Why is he stealing? For
what is he stealing? Whereas the goal of the stealing is good therefore the
stealing is a good act.
Ethics has basic similarity with moral and akhlaq, due to the three
studies on human behavior, good and bad norm, also the right and the
wrong (Kalemci and Kalemci, 2017). All of the three are wanting good,
secure, tidy, peaceful, save and comfortable condition for the community
(Nata, 2010: 97). The difference of those three is located on guidance
source to determine the good and bad; and also the discussion. The ethics
determines good or bad base on thought and logic; and also on ethical
Vol. 2 No. 1, January - April 2017
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discussion on people behavior in general. The moral determines good
and bad base on the group’s habit and the discussion is on the individual
behavior. The akhlaq determines good and bad base on the Qur’an and
Hadith. The discussion is managing the individual and people behavior
(Abdelzaher, 2017).
Business is organized social process conducted by individual or
group to produce and sell products in fulfilling several community needs
(Kismono, 2001: 4). It is considered business as community activity to
enhance the additional value with the process of service handover, trading
or goods processing. Yusanto and Wijayakusuma (2002: 11) stated that
business as goods, services, and money barter with profited all parties and
providing utility. Meanwhile, Islam provides values as basic for every effort
of its follower to live. Al-Qur’an and Sunna are the basic for values and
ethics of people life including the regulation on business ethics. Naqvi
(1981: 64) said economic and business activities are being regulated in the
Qur’an and Sunna. Business in al-Qur’an is called tijarah and bai’ meaning
goods or services barter. Business activities are permitted in the Qur’an and
exemplified by Rasulullah. Allah says on an-Nisa’: 29
O ye who believe! Eat not up your property among yourself in
vanities, but let there among you traffic and trade, by mutual
good-will, nor kill (or destroy) yourselves. For verily God hath
been for you most Merciful (QS. an-Nisa’(4): 29).
The verse explains transaction (eat up your property among
yourself ) legalized by the Qur’an namely business (trading) and the
permitted trade is the one profited all parties and the practice is based
on justice. Therefore business practice has been allowed in Islam with
provision of trading goods achievement and empowerment (Muhammad,
2004: 37). Business activities legalization is supported with Rasulullah in
history:
Vol. 2 No. 1, January - April 2017
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Narrated by Ali, a man came to meet with Rasulullah asking
about the better effort (finding rizq). Rasulullah said, “A man
works with his hands and every trading transaction is permitted.
Allah actually likes professional faithful person and person who
suffers to support his family, they similar with fighters in Allah’s
way” (HR. Muttafaq ‘alaih).
The hadith endorses the best effort to find wealth is with his/
her own hands without begging from other people and permitted
trading transaction (business). This hadith strongly emphasizes and
supports previous Qur’an verse on trading (business) practice legality as
recommendation exemplified by Muhammad.
Business world in this modern era is inseparable from speculation,
fraud, prohibited things, and gambling diverging from ethical norms
and religions. Many business operators stated business world does not
need religiosity but needing professionalism (Arli and Tjiptono, 2017).
Business and ethics are considered having opposites position and not at
all related. Business practice is considered as an activity to gain the biggest
profit with strict competition legalizing any ways to achieve the goal. The
ethics or moral however is full of values and norms binding its operators.
Muhammad (2014: 15) said there will be dilemma whereas ethics is
applied in business world. Business is considered as amoral activity, not
uncomplimentary and should be avoided.
Business is the activity to enhance additional with service delivery,
trading, or good processing (Keraf, 1998: 23). Yusanto and Wijayakusuma
(2002: 11) said business is the barter of goods, services or money profiting
and providing usefulness to all parties. Kismono (2001: 4) defines business
as organized social process conducted by individual or group to produce
and fulfilling several communities’ needs. It means business is the activity
conducted by human to gain profit and fulfilling community’s needs.
Vol. 2 No. 1, January - April 2017
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The business purpose is not only to fulfill community’s need, it
is also able to interest consumer to buy and maintaining the business
operation. Kismono (2001: 15) said several factors are related to business
world, namely: needs fulfillment and consumer demand, business profit,
sustainable development and growth, solving various risk, and social
responsibility. Business profit would be an important factor due to this
factor ability to maintain and develop business activities.
The profit maximizing effort as the business goal providing
opportunity to create incorrect business attitudes and moral crises
endangering many parties, such as using less qualified production
materials, subtracting total quantity and marketing not in accordance
with production result. Meliala (1993: 27-28) said the deviation is unfair
business practice such as fraud, steal, tampering, cheating, scheming,
authority misconduct, oppression, blackmailing the weak, and harming
other people. This condition needs ethics role to encounter critical moral
business attitudes. Islam however is managing business with fiqh muamalat
norm to achieve akhlaq as the attitude goal in economics and business.
The merging ethics and business means forcing religious norms
on business world, putting business profession ethics code, revising the
system and economics law; therefore business ethics is only circulated in
academics world (Kamri, 2017). Applied ethical theories were introduced
to university students who learn it. The business ethics will change from
time to time in accordance with technology and community cultural
development (Svensson and Wood, 2003).
Ethical business exemplified by Prophet Muhammad since 1,400
years ago. Many of prophet Muhammad ethical behaviors have been applied
by the santri as the result of Islamic boarding house education result. Islamic
boarding house has continuously been religious education institution with
Vol. 2 No. 1, January - April 2017
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characteristics of simplicity, trustable, social, and hard working. Kiai as
motivator and teacher has an obligatory to support his students to live
independently in economics and social community (Zarkasyi, 2011: 22).
Therefore, Islamic boarding school as an education institution supposed to
be have independent economic system (self-funding and self-assisting) to
develop various business activities following ethical norms.
The research questions are formulated to focus on the purpose
corridor. Several problems of the research intended to address such
question on the business ethics of the Qur’an and Hadith applied the LaTansa Koppontren Darussalam Modern Islam Boarding House Gontor
and the role of kiai in teaching and supervising business units’ operator
in applying business ethics at the Islam boarding school cooperation. This
research was using mixed method approach. Mixed method is a research
approach combining quantitative and qualitative method. The research
methods with this design’s characters are the first stage is data collecting and
quantitative analysis; and the second stage is data collecting and qualitative
data analysis to support the research result (Sugiyono, 2012: 409).
The most independent qualitative data collecting technique on
data collecting methods are questionnaire method, in-depth interview,
participation observation, and documentary materials. The data source in
this research is the Modern Islamic Boarding School Darussalam Gontors’
teachers as Koppotren business unit operators. The other data source is
its leader, the director of modern Islamic boarding school expansion and
maintenance foundation, its vice director, its treasurer, its administration
staff, and its business unit advisor as observer and referrer.
Business Ethics Axiom
The debate on business ethics has emerged in 1960s. The discussion
of ethical philosophy was starting to open for actual aspects (Bertens,
Vol. 2 No. 1, January - April 2017
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1994: 12). Discussion on philosophical object has created “applied ethics”
for various fields. Business ethics is one of the applied ethics born at USA
in 1970’s and expanding to Europe in 1980’s (Wijaya and Noor, 2013:
20). Business ethical issue was a global phenomenon in 1990’s. Moral in
business previously was only talked by theologians and religious figures.
Several philosophers, afterwards was starting to involve in business ethics
discussion.
Business ethics was considered significance to study after amoral
business myth (George, 1986: 3-5). Business was considered as an activity
far from or even excluded from moral. Business, in fact, is activity motivated
by profit and denying moral in its application. According to Keraf (1998:
56-58) business offers gambling game allowing all ways to earn profit.
Business is competition focusing on personal need. The regulation used in
business is various. Ethics follower business operator is at disadvantageous
position on business world strict competition. Business and ethics are
considered as two opposites matters.
The amoral business myth creates discussion whereas long term
business vision denying business similarity with gambling. Business
is often considered similar with gambling due to its strict competition.
Even though in business the operator was gambling himself, his name,
his family, his and his family whole life, and also his community need
(Khan, 2017). The explaining statement on business has various regulation
is incorrect; it is due to business activities’ significance in the community.
Therefore community will be automatically creating regulation and
business operators refuse to follow it will automatically eliminated. This
is also happening to the business operators following ethics and moral,
they will survive with community as permanent customer (Keraf, 1998:
60-61).
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The researcher found many discussions explaining business ethics
axiom. Keraf (1998: 73-81) explained business ethics five principles
discovering from classical ethics philosophy: (a) autonomy principle; (b)
honesty principle; (c) justice principle; (d) mutual benefit principle; (e)
moral integrity principle. However, Naqvi (1987: 75) said there are four
principles in business ethics written in the Qur’an and Hadith namely:
(a) Tauhid; (b) ‘Adl; (c) Free will, and (d) Responsibility. In accordance
with Naqvi, Beekun (1997) was explaining business ethics principles with
adding ihsan (e) benevolence principle as business activity utility. Zarkasy
(2003) explained that the business ethics axiom in seven matters, namely:
(a) ibadah, (b) khilafah, (c) ‘adalah, (d) shiddiq, (e) amanah, (f ) ta’awun,
(g) ihsan.
The main theoretical framework on ethics here would be merging
business ethics axiom from several leading figures such as Keraf (1998)
and Zarkasy (2003). This is the result of leading figures thought: (a)
worshiping principle as application of tauhid principle with Allah unity
due to belief whereas all human activities are the embodiment of God
worshipping; (b) khilafah principle as the expansion of autonomy principle
providing freedom to the business operator in determining policy as the
embodiment of freewill; and human relation with amanah (responsibility)
on every action; (c) shiddiq principle as nubuwwah nature and honesty
interpretation in business perspective (Keraf, 1998); (d) ‘adalah principle
is the xpansion of distribution balance and determining price justice
for producer and consumer; (e) ta’awun principle is the embodiment
of business activities as social process to fulfill community needs and
mutual benefit in community activities; and (f ) ihsan principle is similar
with moral integrity supporting business operator to conduct the best in
business activities.
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La Tansa Business Ethics
Koppontren refers to cooperation with members from similar
group, namely the family member of Islamic boarding house such as kiai,
teacher, and students (Baswir, 2010: 30). Koperasi derived from English,
cooperation, meaning working together. Therefore any kind of working
together may consider as cooperation. Cooperation in this term is not
any job solving together in general, the cooperation meaning here is the
company established by certain people to conduct certain actions, base
on certain provision, for certain goal (Reksohadiprojo, 1998: 1-2). Hatta
(1954: 2) defined cooperation as the weaklings group to defend their
life’s needs, achieve the life’s need with the cheapest cost. Cooperation is
focusing on common needs not profit. According to Cooperation Law No.
12 1967 the cooperation main principles are:
Indonesia Cooperation is community economic organization
with social nature, consists of people or cooperation legal entities
as economic arrangement base on family principle.
There are three cooperation foundation and principles (Anaraga
and Widayanti, 1993: 8-9): (1) Indonesia cooperation ideal foundation, the
foundation describes life perspective and the state moral aim achievement.
Indonesia ideal foundation is Pancasila; (2) Indonesia cooperation
structural foundation. All provisions or basic regulation is regulating the
nation philosophy, 1945 Constitution, as soul and national moral aim
to be internalized and practiced. The 1945 Constitution is managing
economics activities arranged as the foundation of working together with
family principle (UUD, 1945, article 33, verse 1); (3) Cooperation mental
foundation. This foundation explains the existence of desire and passion
to live; focusing on helping each other among human base on moral level
and integrity, solidarity and individual awareness as personal creature to
socialize and working with other people.
Vol. 2 No. 1, January - April 2017
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According to Law No. 25 1992 cooperation principles are
(Hatasushu, 2001: 2; Reksohadiprojo, 1997: 2); (1) membership is
voluntary and open; (2) Democratic management; (3) The surplus is divided
equally depending on the member portion; (4) recompense is not relate to
modal deposit amount; (5) Independence; (6) Cooperation education; (7)
Cooperation among the cooperation. Modern Islamic Boarding School
Darussalam has 31 business units incorporated in Koppotren La Tansa
Gontor (Dokumentasi, 2014). It was established since 1970, consisted of
books store, construction material store, photocopy, pharmacy, rice mill,
cattle farm, guest house, and computer reparation managed by the teachers.
The teachers teach the students, they are mandated as business operator
and administrator in administrative or operative term (Dokumentasi,
2009). The business unit at this school is not merely gaining economical
profit in supporting the school need, it is also used as worshipping and
training facility for the business operator incorporated of Koppotren La
Tansa Gontor.
Modern Islamic Boarding School Darussalam Gontor as selffunding and self-managed school, meaning the school funding and
management is not depended on other parties. Therefore there is a slogan
“by santri from santri and for santri” (Zarkasyi, 2005: 186-196). The school
was then creating business units to establish to be managed by the teachers
and students. The outcome is used to support education and learning
process, and also manifestation five terms, namely khizanatullah/ funding.
The wealth fulfillment at this school is not paid by the students with
monthly payment. La Tansa Koppontren in 1970-2015 has developed
31 (thirty one) business units (Laporan, 2014). Researcher was focusing
on business units distributing aspect or business unit buying and selling
things. The distributing aspect business units are: La Tansa book store,
Palen Store, Iron Store, La Tansa Drugstore, Wholesale, Al Azhar Cafetaria,
Asia Photocopy, Grocery Store, Sport Tools Store, and UKK Mini Market.
Vol. 2 No. 1, January - April 2017
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The La Tansa Koppontren business operator is the servitude
teacher. La Tansa Koppontren other functions than business sector is
business education facility for the teacher. Teachers in this school has three
functions namely educator, university student; and also school and society
servitude (business unit operator). The business operators are taught to
manage business and creating profit. The Koppontren business operators
are unmarried. Senior teachers have function as advisor and supervisor the
business operation without involving in financial matter (Interview with
Imam Muchtar, 2015). Senior teacher is Gontor teacher who has spent
most of his/ her life on work and married. Every business unit has advisor
to supervise the work and direct the business activity of the business
operators. The respondents’ data explained by researcher below:
Table 1
Respondent Comprehension on Business Ethics
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Axiom
Ibadah Principle
Khilafah Principle
Shiddiq Principle
‘Adalah Principle
Ta’awun Principle
Ihsan Principle
Average values

1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0,16

2
1
4
1
3
2
5
2,66

3
9
22
15
22
22
20
18,33

4
38
47
51
48
47
53
47,33

5
52
27
33
26
29
21
31,33

The data show the business ethics comprehension level from every
high axiom. 78.88% of the respondents understand the business ethics
explanation from previous statement. The data also show business operators
understand the ethical norms, with need of enhancement business ethics
theory comprehension. The business practice at La Tansa Koppontren
operated more to practice than to theoretical ethics axiom comprehension
due to the Islamic Boarding School does not create professional business
operator, yet using ethics as the basic of all activities in society. The school
Vol. 2 No. 1, January - April 2017
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conducts this due to its function as regeneration institution (interview
with Hasib Amrullah, 2015).
La Tansa Koppontren business operators have high comprehension
on business ethics axiom content. The business operator comprehension
on business ethics is with high intension direction and supervision. The
La Tansa Koppontren business operators understand every business ethics
principles. The school gives some training to the business operator and
implants Islamic ethics. The students will be able to apply ethical norm in
society.
Table 2
Respondent Ethical Business Application Level
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Axiom
Ibadah Principle
Khilafah Principle
Shiddiq Principle
‘Adalah Principle
Ta’awun Principle
Ihsan Principle
Average Values

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
4
4
2
2
7
4
4

3
36
38
16
25
25
13
24

4
39
41
45
50
46
64
48

5
21
18
38
23
21
20
24

The respondents answers show data of principles application level
in business ethics in whole is high, with 72% of respondents. High ethical
business application at La Tansa Koppontren is supported by intense
supervising of the School Headmaster, YPPWPM director, Treasurer, and
senior teachers as advisor. The function of advisors is not only supervising
monthly report and performance, they are supposed to directly involved
and following the business operator activities. The La Tansa Koppontren
business operator will be felt motivated and supervised in every activity.
The business ethics application is supported by supervising factor and high
comprehension on school values. The school values are becoming norms
Vol. 2 No. 1, January - April 2017
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and life guidance for the people living inside it. The business operator’s
comprehension on high Islamic boarding school values is inseparable from
the guidance of School headmaster, YPPWPM director, and the business
unit advisor. The significant guidance has directly affected business ethics
application at La Tansa Koppontren.
Table 3
Respondent Business Ethics Direction Level
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Axiom
Ibadah Principle
Khilafah Principle
Shiddiq Principle
‘Adalah Principle
Ta’awun Principle
Ihsan Principle
Average Values

1
0
2
0
0
0
0
0

2
0
2
0
2
4
4
2

3
18
25
16
16
20
13
18

4
36
36
38
46
45
52
42

5
46
36
46
36
32
32
38

The respondents answer show the business ethics principles direction
level measurement in whole is high with 80 % of the respondents. The
direction indicator is the highest among other indicators. Islamic boarding
school is the institution with close membership relation. Therefore the
direction is not only in formal but also informal. The formal form is the
kiai and YPPWPM director’s direction on meeting annually, monthly,
and three-monthly at the same time as business unit report. The informal
direction is the kiai and business advisor direction conducted every day.
The school headmaster supervises each business unit operator in rotation
and giving direction face to face. The direction intensity is expected used
as the observation for business operators.
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Table 4
Respondent Business Ethics Supervising Level
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Axiom
Ibadah Principle
Khilafah Principle
Shiddiq Principle
‘Adalah Principle
Ta’awun Principle
Ihsan Principle
Average values

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
4
4
4
2
4
4
3

3
29
30
23
25
25
16
25

4
39
39
36
46
43
54
43

5
29
27
38
27
29
27
29

The respondents answer show the business ethics principles
supervision level measurement in whole is high with 72 % of the respondents.
There are three levels of supervision at La Tansa Koppontren: (a) seniority;
(b) guidance; and (c) leadership. The first supervision position is on the
business operator seniority. Senior business operators have obligation
to supervise and assist the junior at every business ethics activities. The
second level is held by supervisor. This supervision is conducted everyday
incidentally and structurally every week. The structural supervisions for
example are monthly report and weekly meeting. The third level is held by
the school headmaster and YPPWPM director. This supervision is more
structurally than incidentally. The incidental supervision is conducted in
rotation, made the business operator motivated and supervised on every
business activities.
Kiai and Business Operator Role
Collecting the business ethics axiom average data from previous
data consists of the level of comprehension, application, direction and
supervision.
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Table 5
Respondent Evaluation on Business Ethics Indicators (percentage)
No.

Axiom

Comprehension

Application

Direction

Observation

90

60

82

68

1

Ibadah Principle

2

Khilafah Principle

74

59

72

66

3

Shiddiq Principle

84

83

84

74

4

‘Adalah Principle

74

73

82

73

5

Ta’awun Principle

76

67

77

72

6

Ihsan Principle

74

84

84

81

78,66

72

80

72

Average Values

The data show the average respondent comprehension level on
business ethics is 78.66. The average on business ethics application level at
La Tansa Koppontren is 72. The average on business ethics direction level at
La Tansa Koppontren is 80. The average on business ethics supervision level
at La Tansa Koppontren is 72. The data shows respondent comprehension
on business ethics level (78.66) is affected by direction level (80). The
business ethics application level at La Tansa Koppontren (72) is affected
by supervision level (71). The data show respondent evaluation levels from
the highest to the lowest value are: direction (80), comprehension (78.66),
supervision (72), and application (72).
Islamic boarding school is the oldest education institution in
Indonesia in Islamic learning, studying, internalizing, and practicing. This
institution is focusing on the religious moral significance as daily guidance
to develop Muslim personality (Mastuhu, 1994: 55). The Islamic boarding
school is lead by kiai as central figure of every activities and decision
maker. Mastuhu (1994: 126) said that kiai has a role of maintaining
religious values in the institution. Therefore, the institution achievement
and student’s credibility is inseparable from kiai role as teacher with
adhering doctrine while studying at Islamic boarding school. The alumni
Vol. 2 No. 1, January - April 2017
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was bringing doctrine and teaching taught by the kiai and teachers to be
practiced in their society. The Islamic boarding school review shows it is
a place to educate community leaders, entering in various studies such as
teacher, government bureaucrat and others.
The Modern Islamic Boarding School Darussalam is one of the
oldest Islamic boarding schools in Indonesia. It was established in 1926
with the goal preparing excellent generation though various trainings. At
90 years active operation, the school is still able to maintain its vision
and mission. One regeneration method in used is training and assignment
(Zarkasyi, 2001: 28-32). The students and the teachers are early trained
to be responsible. Senior students are assigned to sustain the cafeteria,
cooperation, junior students in the boarding house, and organization
as the embodiment of dedication to the school and training facilities as
provision in society. The student training in this school is not merely given
tasks; there is also briefing as skill and meaning provision in every activity.
The conclusion is business ethics’ application in business sector
needs strong direction for the business operator and made them understand
clearly. Business operator comprehension on business ethics axiom is
without complete business ethics application. High comprehension does
not usually establish high application, it will need strict supervision. The
data show that kiai and senior teachers as Gontor La Tansa Koppontren
business unit advisor have significant role in business ethics application as
supervisor and director. The school headmaster and YPPWPM Director’s
supervision and direction affect the business ethics comprehension and
application at the La Tansa Kopponten.
Conclusion
Business ethics mentioning in the Qur’an and Hadith has been
well applied at the Modern Islamic Boarding School La Tansa Koppontren.
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It shows on the high level of business ethics axiom application and
comprehension at La Tansa Koppontren. The data show business ethics
comprehension level is 78.66% and the business ethics application level
is 72%. The business ethics application at Gontor La Tansa Koppontren
is supported with Islamic school values believed by its every business
operator. Business operator’s worshipping and ihsan application tenacity is
the embodiment of God calling in business activities. The business operator
at La Tansa Koopontren comprehension khilafah (autonomy) principle
needs enhancement. The autonomy application in the line of business
made the business operator to be more innovative. The Modern Islamic
Boarding School conducts structural autonomy combining individual
autonomy and guided autonomy. The enhancement of khilafah principle
comprehension is conducted with business training and comparative study
to prominent business sectors. It will make the business operator to be
more innovative and support the La Tansa Koppontren development in
the long term.
The role of kiai and business unit advisor to teach and supervise
business ethics application of La Tansa Koppontren business operator
reaches in high level. The data show the business ethics direction level is
80% and business ethics supervision level is 72%. The school headmaster
and the YPPWPM Director’s direction and supervision are affecting the
business ethics comprehension and application at La Tansa Koppontren.
The kiai and advisor have significant role on business ethics application’s
direction and supervision at La Tansa Koppontren. It needs supervision
process enhancement therefore the complete business ethics application at
La Tansa Koppontren to balance the supervision and direction level. The
enhancement of direction process on business operator is conducted with
adding advisor quantity to supervise every business unit. It is due to high
direction will need strict supervision. The business ethics direction level
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will affect the business operator comprehension, whereas supervision level
will affect high business ethics activities and in the end will affect business
ethics axiom application of the business operator every activity.
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